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Foreword from the Ambassador of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
It’s my pleasure to present to you the “Study on sea freight for
Kenya’s agricultural exports”. Kenya exports a significant
amount of its products to the EU each year. Most of it is
transported by air as this is a quick form of transportation.
This is especially important for agricultural products, which
have a short shelf life like flowers, fruits and vegetables.
Airfreight however has its limitations and taking the carbon
footprint in consideration it is worth looking for alternatives.
Pilots with transporting flowers and vegetables by sea have
been done in the past by multiple companies, but airfreight has still been the most efficient and therefore
preferred choice of transport. In 2020 however COVID-19 exposed the limitation of airfreight in Kenya. About
half of all airfreight normally travels as belly cargo on passengers aircrafts. Due to the cancellation of most
passenger flights, there was a huge shortfall of airfreight capacity for Kenyan fresh produce. This led to a cost
increase of airfreight.
In the last 5 years the Kenyan government is actively improving and expanding infrastructure networks,

domestically and across East Africa to improve trade flows in the region and internationally. The Port of

Mombasa is a crucial landing point for goods, and links to the Northern Corridor that runs west across the

country to the neighboring countries markets of Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi and the Democratic Republic of
Congo. Still, the development of sea freight as an alternative for airfreight seems to be lagging behind.

Although the main transport mode for global trade is ocean shipping (about 90%), which is not the case for

Kenya. However, technological innovations are increasing possibilities for the export of fresh produce by sea.
Controlled atmosphere (CA) containers have for example made it possible to export avocados to new

markets. CA containers can extend the shelf life of the fruits from less than seven days to six weeks, allowing

for movement of consignments from Kenya to the Middle East and Europe, which are the main consumers. It

is however still a challenge to get flowers and fresh produce to markets which request high quality standards.
Competition from other countries is also not far behind and could potentially take market share if Kenya
does not respond adequately.

The challenges to increase sea freight however also provides opportunities for governmental and private
organizations. This study provides insights into the sea freight developments and the impact on its agrosector. The next step is to discover how these developments can be made efficient for products with a shortlifetime to be exported and remain of high quality. The end goal is to increase efficiency of agro logistics and
increase the competitiveness and robustness of the agricultural sector in Kenya.
I invite you to read this report, explore the opportunities together and join hands to accelerate Kenya’s sea
freight for agricultural exports.
Maarten Brouwer

Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands

Executive Summary
The objective of this study has been to gain insights into sea freight developments in Kenya and the impact
on its agro-sector. This report has analyzed the structure of sea freight logistics and identified bottlenecks
and areas of inefficiencies that can be improved. The goal of this report is to increase the competitiveness

and robustness of the agricultural sector in Kenya. This report is a combination of literature study and a

summary of 30+ interviews held in January and February 2021 focusing on sea freight developments in
Kenya and the opportunities for further expansion.

During COVID-19 in 2020, the limitation of airfreight became visible in Kenya. About half of all airfreight
normally travels as belly cargo on passenger flights. The price of air freight rose 15% due to reduced air

freight availability of up to 40% due to planes diverting to transport personal protective equipment (PPE)

and now vaccines. This caused huge stress on fresh produce exports. Although the main transport mode for
global trade is ocean shipping (around 90%) this is not the case for Kenya. By increasing maritime shipping,
considered one of the most carbon and cost-efficient transportation modes available today, Kenya can

positively advance their competitive position in the region. In the last 5 years the Kenyan government is

actively improving and expanding infrastructure networks, domestically and across East Africa to improve
trade flows in the region and internationally.
Competition

The air freight industry is well-developed in Kenya and highly flexible to meet demands. It is however clear

that air freight capacity will not increase in the short term and that prices will only rise. The capacity and

environmental pressures to be carbon neutral (communicated via retailers) is resulting in production moving
away from Kenya (to countries which do not require air freight) for supply into Europe. To this day however

the sea freight industry for fresh produce is less developed and those involved are generally not accustomed
to fresh produce exports despite around 5,000 containers being shipped annually. If sea freight is not

embraced, Kenya might lose its leadership position in flower and vegetable production as this could lead to
a reduced European demand. Investors need to have an efficient sea freight industry in Kenya. Several

interviewed indicated an efficient sea freight industry will be key to invest further in the country as this offers
a more resilient and stable export situation. Kenya also has to be aware that countries like Colombia and

Ethiopia might be more competitive as they develop sea freight.
Potential

The Port of Mombasa is a crucial landing point for goods, and links to the Northern Corridor that runs west
across the country to the neighboring countries markets of Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi and the Democratic
Republic of Congo. The sea freight industry for fresh produce therefore has the potential to become many
times larger than it is today. The number of shipping lines offering sea freight from Kenya has increased since
2020 and journey times are now below 30 days. Good results for sea freight shipment are seen for avocados,
pineapples and flowers (specifically- carnations, roses, chrysanthemums and summer flowers). The primary
fresh product shipped by sea from Kenya is avocados (representing around 3,000 containers per year). This
represents an import value in the Netherlands of € 46.2 million and based on the current plantings this will
increase 25% over the next 4+ years. This is however small compared to the total import of avocado into the
Netherlands of € 730 million. The shipment of flowers by sea is steadily increasing but was still only around
100 containers in 2020. If 20% of air freight was transferred by sea this would result in over 100+ containers a
week. To achieve this potential it was suggested by several interviewees that the Kenyan industry sets
objectives, for instance to ship 50% in 2030 of the 2020 export volumes.
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Various companies will also be trialing vegetables like Mange Tout and Sugar Snaps over the next 12 months
which have great potential for export by sea. Also Kenya is moving in the right direction to restart mango
exports to the EU following a self-imposed ban due to fruit-fly. Lastly sea freight opens up the opportunity of
new markets for Kenya. Bigger capacity and more competitive freight costs would increase sales to the
Middle East or Far East, i.e. Singapore and China. Summarized the benefits are the following:
-

With flower producing countries in South America growing their sea freight exports, they might gain
a competitive advantage over Kenya on certain markets (lower costs for transport) or certain
products (like heavy carnations, that attract a bigger cost saving when sea freighted).

-

Future national investments in sea freight would safeguard and potentially increase existing
employment in the fresh produce and cut flower sector in Kenya. Without it growth in these sectors
is unlikely.

-

Expansion of sea freight could increase exports to Middle and Far East, including China & Singapore.

-

Sea freight compared to air freight could cut emissions by 85%. This is a large environmental
benefit.

Recommendations

To be able to achieve the potential of the Kenyan sea freight industry and increase competitiveness this
report has drafted several recommendations. These are supported in the report but summarized as the
following:
-

Facilitate direct shipments to western Europe, resultant long journey times and frequent unexpected

delays.

Resolve the inefficient and unreliable port operations in Mombasa which result in delays.

Ensure reliability of sea freight. Importers can currently not rely on shipments arriving on time which

puts their business at risk.

Reduce costs for in-land freight to the port at Mombasa which is currently comparatively expensive

To achieve this an enabling environment will need to be created by the government of Kenya. To be concrete
the following is needed:
-

Focus from the Kenyan government to work across departments to make sea freight of agricultural
exports more efficient and bring down costs. This includes a complete overhaul of Mombasa port
with sufficient berths, good management and practices suitable for perishable goods.

-

Agree with industry an ambition for a certain proportion of flowers to be sent by sea by 2030.

Invest in an improved port operation in Mombasa.

Dedicated procedures for perishables in the port of Mombasa.

Facilitate consolidation centers in Naivasha, Nakuru, Mt. Kenya close to the production regions for
flowers and avocados. Muranga country (north of Thika) has good facilities (for example Vegpro,

Keitt, Kakuzi, GMS facility) other counties have very little. Identify in which counties consolidation
centers are needed to support the growth of avocado and other exports.

-

Ensure government departments work together to facilitate trade, e.g. KRA, Ports Authority, KEPHIS.

Support quality standards for avocados to enhance Kenya’s reputation for avocado quality.
Support SGR to be able carry reefer containers.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Infrastructure developments in Kenya
Transport and logistics are at the core of Kenya’s

economic narrative due to the country’s role as a
trans-shipment hub for goods moving on to

landlocked countries in East and Central Africa. The

Port of Mombasa is a crucial landing point for goods,
and links to the Northern Corridor that runs west

across the country to the neighbouring countries

markets of Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania, Burundi and
the Democratic Republic of Congo.

In the last 5 years the Kenyan government is actively

improving and expanding infrastructure networks, domestically and across East Africa to improve trade flows
in the region and internationally. Two key ongoing projects, under the Kenya Vision 2030 development

agenda, are the Lamu Port-South Sudan-Ethiopia Transport Corridor (LAPSSET) and the Standard Gauge
Railway (SGR).

Competitive position of Kenya

During COVID-19 in 2020, the limitation of airfreight became visible in Kenya. About half of all global

airfreight normally travels as belly cargo on passenger aircraft. Due to the cancellation of most passenger

flights, there was a huge shortfall of airfreight capacity for Kenyan fresh produce. Which, in turn, has led to a
huge cost increase of airfreight. Moreover, although the main transport mode for global trade is ocean

shipping (around 90%) this is not the case for Kenya. By increasing maritime shipping, considered one of the
most carbon and cost-efficient transportation modes available today, Kenya can positively advance their
competitive position in the region.

There are a good number of infrastructure developments and increasingly new technologies, which provide a

new dimension of maritime transportation for the agricultural supply chain in Kenya. Still, the development of
sea freight as an alternative for airfreight seems to be lagging behind.

Air freight is a finely tuned and well-developed service in Kenya. There are excellent communications

between parties and practiced contingencies should the unexpected situations arise. The sea freight business
is relatively new, the companies involved are not used to handling flowers on a regular basis, the
communications are lacking fluidity and contingencies not rehearsed.

1.2 Aim of the study
The objective of this study is to gain insights into sea freight developments in Kenya and the impact on its

agro-sector. This study will be a strategic document, analysing the structure of sea freight logistics in Kenya
by identifying bottlenecks and areas of inefficiency that can be improved, with the goal of increasing the
competitiveness and robustness of the agricultural sector in Kenya.
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The resulting report will be shared with stakeholders and will be used as input for the dialogues with public
and private sector.

1.3 Research questions
The study focused on answering the following research questions:
1. Update on the current situation: “State of affairs of fresh produce exported from East Africa by sea freight”
a. Which projects have been there in the last years (technology, infrastructure, produce and routes)?
c. What are the experiences and lessons learnt (successes, challenges)?

d. Which products lend themselves for sea freight (where do opportunities lie in terms of products)?

e. What can be learned from Latin America (volumes and lessons learnt)?
2. Sea freight situation and opportunities for Kenya

a. What is happening specifically in Kenya (projects, products, volumes and routes)?
b. What are experiences and lessons learnt so far?

c. How can a developed sea freight infrastructure benefit Kenya (regional position)?

d. What are the cost-benefits for companies (including case study cost-benefit analysis for a flower and
one fruit/vegetable export product)?

e. Who are the main stakeholders in developing Kenyan sea freight?

f. What is needed to make sea freight successful (suggested infrastructure/investment, main challenges,
how can it be made more efficient)?

g. What should the Government of Kenya do to continue the trend for sea freight?

1.4 Methodology
The status of sea freight development worldwide
with specific focus on Kenya was established
through

in-depth interviews with key stakeholders in Kenya,
EU, UK, Colombia and Ecuador using a standard

questionnaire with open questioning and discussion.
A full list of interviewees is in section 8.
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2 State of affairs of key fresh produce exported globally by sea freight
Sea freight is used for a wide range of fresh produce imported to the EU from third countries. Traditionally
this focused on ambient containers with grocery items, but as technology and practices have improved sea
freight is gradually replacing air freight as the preferred method of transport. Sea freight has both financial

and environmental benefits when compared with air freight.

Shipment by sea of fresh produce and flowers into the EU in the last 5 years includes:
-

Caribbean, Colombian, Ecuadorean bananas

-

Chilean apples, grapes

-

-

-

Costa Rican pineapples, melons

South African apples, stone fruit, citrus, avocados, grapes
Chrysanthemums and alstroemeria from Colombia

Recent developments with sea freight to EU include
-

Mange Tout and Sugar Snaps from Zimbabwe and Zambia

Kenya is a relatively small player in refrigerated container (reefer) shipment with around 6,000 shipped from
Mombasa each year. The key fresh produce exported from East Africa is as follows in order of volume
exported:
•
•
•

Avocado- Mombasa to Europe/Middle East

Pineapples- Mombasa to Middle East (one farm ships 20-30 containers per week from Kenya)

Flowers- Mombasa to Europe (3-4 years ago was 2 containers per week and is now at 8 per week
with the expectation is that will shortly be 20).

Figure 1

The sea freight supply chain from grower to end consumer

Source: www.360quality.org
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Most shipments from Kenya to Europe must be transhipped en route i.e. the container is moved from one

‘feeder’ vessel to a larger ‘intercontinental’ vessel to sake of efficiency. This adds complexity and risk to all
shipments from Kenya due to missed connections and delays. There is one line (Messina) which ships

directly from Mombasa to Genoa, but currently only sails once per month. See table in 3.1 for more detail.

2.1 Update on recent developments
2.1.1 Mombasa Port
1. Investments and expansion Mombasa port

Kenya Ports Authority (KPA) management has been undertaking huge infrastructure projects within the port
of Mombasa, the Lamu Port, Shimoni Port and the Kisumu Port. The ambitious expansion plan of 2012 has

made the Port of Mombasa the biggest in East and Central Africa. It is currently ranked fifth in Africa in terms
of cargo volume after Port Said in Egypt, Durban in South Africa, Tanger Med in Morocco and Alexandria in

Egypt.

Phase I of the Second Container Terminal, which was commissioned in 2016, can handle 550,000 TEUs,

whereas Phase II can handle 450,000. According to KPA’s 30-year (2018-2047) Master Plan, Mombasa Port
will be handling about 10 million containers annually within three decades. (Source: The Star)

2. Standard Gauge Railway
(SGR)

As part of the investments in

infrastructure, Mombasa port
has the SGR Freight Station
which directly connects the

container terminal with the SGR.

Kenya has seen massive investment in the port of Mombasa and the SGR, while
up country massive investments have been made in avocado’s and flowers.
Photo: Toyo Construction Co., Ltd.

2.1.2 Technological advances
1. Controlled Atmosphere

More advanced “Active” Controlled Atmosphere (CA) systems to slow down respiration and extend product

life. The new systems use membrane technology to accurately maintain oxygen and carbon dioxide levels in
containers i.e. Daikin active CA https://www.daikinreefer.com/daikin-active-ca/. These systems are only
available on CMA and Messina Line.
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Other CA systems rely on respiration to create the atmosphere, or have a so-called CA+ process which uses
gas flushing the containers with nitrogen prior to dispatch at point of loading.

The cost of CA systems varies between $1,500- 1,750 per container. All avocados to Europe are sent using CA
systems. In theory it is possible to ship flowers without CA and hence save this cost, however, all shippers
seem to be using CA containers currently.

CA-container with flowers ready for dispatch, with CA-curtain (left). CA-controller with oxygen set

point (right). Photo: Hortiwise

2.

Modified Atmosphere

An alternative to CA is the use of modified

atmosphere packaging (MAP). These create an

atmosphere similar to the container but on a much

box smaller scale. This has the advantage of perfect

conditions for each type of product in the container,
instead of using generic settings for all products.

These also provide the modified atmosphere after
the container is opened to permit a further

extension to life. Such bags are used for asparagus
from Peru to the UK as one example but are

expected to offer little benefit to flowers. MAP is
not being used in Kenya currently.

Modified Atmosphere storage units with Peonies.

Photo: Janny MT supplier of CA solutions, www.jannymt.com
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3. Mobile data

The use of mobile data services can provide accurate container information on temperature and gas levels in
real time. This information is typically available to the shipping line and supplied on request to their
customers.

4. Post-harvest treatment

The use of post-harvest dips of the flower heads prior to packing helps avoid Botrytis and gives greater

confidence to ship by sea. These generally prove effective. A similar approach is taken with avocados, but

these fungicides tend to leave pesticide residues. Many alternative products are under consideration but are
more expensive than current products.

2.1.3 Logistic challenges
1. Consolidation

The lack of confidence in sea freight of flowers from Kenya results in consolidating flowers from a number of

growers. This can be for a number of reasons- no one farm is currently prepared to take the risk or they are
not sufficiently large to have flowers to fill a container from 1 or 2 days harvest to ensure only the freshest
stock is used. The result of consolidation is complications with invoicing, booking and logistics. Some
logistics providers are able to charge on a per pallet basis in a container, others require that a single
company books the container, and they are responsible for splitting the invoice.

The International Logistic Flower Centre in Tabacundo Ecuador. A dedicated sea freight consolidation centre for cut
flowers in the Ecuador’s main growing district. Photo: Hortiwise
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2. Consolidation centres

The infrastructure advances globally have seen dedicated sea freight consolidation centres created for

flowers, e.g. Colombia and Ecuador. These facilities can consolidate several farms into a single container to
fill the container with freshly harvested flowers in optimum conditions. Flower farms in Kenya have cooling

facilities for air freight achieving typically 5-12°C minimum, which results in rapid warming during the

journey. This means that freight forwarders provide further cooling step at the airport. It is expected that the
consolidation centres could be closer to farms (shortening the time flowers are stored at less-than-ideal

temperatures). This will also have the benefit of improving efficiency of road freight compared with current
deliveries to the airport as every vehicle will be full).
The consolidation centre require:
-

Large cold storage rooms at low temperatures <2°C for maintaining temperature prior to loading the

-

Facilities to cool any warm deliveries prior to loading by blast air or vacuum cooling

-

container.

Suitable loading facilities for filling containers directly from the fridge in place of use of forklifts in a yard

The alternative to this is for large flower producers who are able to fill whole containers with fresh flowers to

set up dedicated facilities for handling sea freight. Some farms in South America have specialised to focus

solely on sea freight shipments reorientating facilities, varieties and growing techniques to achieve success.
3. Lamu Port

Lamu Port-South Sudan-Ethiopia-Transport (LAPSSET) Corridor project, also known as Lamu corridor is a
transport and infrastructure project in Kenya that, when complete, will be the country's second transport
corridor. Lamu Port will have 32 berths when opened- one berth was completed in 2019, but most

interviewed did not expect the port to open soon. The investments have been stopped, 3 quays are ready
(out of 5 forecasted), it seems the project is to be reconsidered.
4. Dar es Salaam Port

The port in Dar es Salaam does not operate well due to the structure between government and private

ownership. On occasion vessels are berthed for 2-3 weeks, as a result shipping companies are avoiding it.
Containers are transported by road even from Southern TZ to Mombasa.

2.2 What are the experiences and lessons learnt?
To make sea freight successful it is necessary to focus on every detail of packing and shipping to give

maximum chance of success in flowers and avocados. According to those involved in the recent work

completed on flowers - despite the extended journey times temperature control and careful handling are

vital to achieve the same quality by sea as by air. Every part of the process requires examination to minimise
delay and achieve low temperatures as quickly as possible.

The air freight temperature control is often compromised as the cargo planes are routed via Middle East

hubs and change planes in less than ideal ambient temperatures. The result is shipments arrive in Europe too
warm, and as a result less vase life/ shelf life than optimal, sea freight offers an alternative approach of
constant low temperature.

The theory of degree hours applies to most produce and flowers. It is essential to compare a sea freight

journey at set temperature for a longer time frame to temperature fluctuations seen on air freight shipments.
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The growers need to adjust their ambition in cold chain to achieve far lower dispatch temperatures, and this
will require investment in cold stores/ refrigeration.

The critical points for success of sea freight identified by interviewees are:
-

Good quality raw material.

-

Pre-harvest crop health and spray programmes which manage fungal infection and also fungicide

-

-

-

Follow post-harvest protocol.
resistance.
Crop age.

Effective and rapid cooling post-harvest

Packaging designed for use with sea freight- suitable for 5 weeks storage and ventilation from the base
to work with the container air circulation system.

Work with big packers or use a consolidation centre so a container can be filled in 1-2 days close to the
time of shipment.

The use of insurance with avocados is more developed compared with other crops. It reduces the risk to

exporters and provides cover in case of the incidents outlined below. The use of this more widely could
assist with the uptake of sea freight as an option.
•
•
•

Accidents of the truck, risk of fire (minimal), risk of falling overboard.
Deterioration of quality.

Delays leaving Mombasa, transhipment delays, quality deterioration due to a delay less than 12 days.

It was noted that good inspection reports are critical or the insurance to be effective.

2.3 Which products lend themselves for sea freight (what are the opportunities)?
The potential product opportunities for sea freight in Kenya include:
-

Beans- Mange Tout (snow peas), Sugar Snap Peas, Podded Peas. These are shipped from Zimbabwe and

-

Flowers- chrysanthemums, alstroemeria, roses, carnations, summer flowers.

-

-

Zambia by road to Cape Town and then by sea.

Fruits- Mango (Dec to March) and Avocado (March- July).

Other vegetables- sweet potatoes, baby corn, Tenderstem broccoli.

The retailers in Europe are open to sea freight but noted the success of sea freight will be judged on shelf life
on arrival and the ability to operate at scale. It is clear that sea freight will result in restriction of varieties

suitable- whether vegetables or flowers. There are other markets to consider as well such as China and Asia

when plant health issues like fruit fly are sufficiently addressed. One interviewee said ‘China will be capable of

importing all the avocados that Kenya can produce’.
2.3.1 Avocado

Most avocados from Kenya are shipped to Netherlands for onward shipment to the rest of Europe. The total

value of avocados imported into the Netherlands is about €730 million per year. Kenya only represents a

small proportion of this at around €46.2 million - in total Kenya exports €104 million worth of avocados per
year. The production in Kenya is increasing rapidly with some exporters quoting 25% growth every year for
the next few years. One large exporter exports 500 tonnes per week, equivalent to 21 containers per week.
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There are many more large plantings of avocado due to start coming to maturity for full volumes shortly. The
current volumes of 3,000 containers per year, will likely rise to 4,000-5,000 soon.

Most of the avocados (estimated 80-90%) go to the EU, predominantly the Netherlands, but also France and

Spain. The rest go to the Middle East predominantly by air due to customer demand but also via sea.

Kenya will likely overtake South African volumes shortly. Kenya has 6% of European market and South Africa
is 12-15%. The total volume from Africa is split- South Africa at 120,000 tonnes; Kenya about 80,000 tonnes,
Tanzania and Zimbabwe each produce 5,000 tonnes and newcomer Mozambique is at 1,000 tonnes.
Avocados from Kenya are held back by a reputation for poor quality due to:
•
•

Poor fruit handling leading to damage at harvest and processing stages.

Poor quality early season when immature fruit are sent to the market. HDC specifies the earliest certain
varieties can be shipped based on oil content.

•
•
•

Poor transport.

Poor cold chain.

Insufficient and old processing lines.

2.3.2 Mangoes
Kenya has enormous plantings of Mango and was “self-banned” from exporting to the EU some years ago
due to issues with mango fruit fly (Ceratitis cosyra). The recent developments are a warm-water treatment

facility, setup in partnership with COLEACP, will lead to re-start of the exports. There is some evidence that
long shipment at below 7.5°C will kill fruit fly larvae. https://www.cabi.org/isc/datasheet/12370 . The only

market currently for mangoes is Middle East. Makueni Country is now “fruit fly free” and so the potential for

reopening exports to the EU looks good.
2.3.3 Flowers

Spray and standard carnations, chrysanthemums and roses were successfully sent by sea to EU back in 2005

and 2006 with regular shipments since that time. In recent years rising costs, and pressure on environment
have given renewed interest in increasing the range and number of flowers shipped. Other flowers

successfully shipped by sea include summer flowers and alstroemeria. There is some evidence that False

Codling Moth (Thaumatotibia Leucotreta) which is a notifiable pest in Europe is controlled by temperatures of

2°C for 22 days- and cut flower shipment will be lower and longer than this.
https://www.cabi.org/isc/datasheet/6904
2.3.4 Beans

Mange Tout and Sugar Snap peas are an important crop for Kenyan small holders. The current financial

returns are not sufficient and other producing countries are taking over supply. One interview commented

that half their production had moved from Kenya to West Africa, Egypt and Guatemala in recent years. Both
Zimbabwe and Zambia are sending these products by sea- a journey by road to Port Elizabeth, and then a

direct route to EU in 29 days. This looks to be a good opportunity for veg growers in Kenya.
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2.4 What can be learned from Latin America
Sea freight in Latin America is primarily used during the peak seasons- Christmas, Valentines, and Mother’s

Day to ship into East and West coast markets in the USA. In addition, there is shipment using the fast banana
boats shipping flowers to Europe (mainly Chrysanthemums and Alstroemeria).

In 2020 a total of 4,491 TEUs (TEU = “Twenty foot Equivalent Unit”) were shipped from Colombia

representing 20,099 tonnes of flowers. Over 45% of the tonnes exported were sent to the UK. Colombia has 5
ports used for the export of reefer containers. Over 8% of flowers are exported by sea in Colombia.
The cut flowers are shipped to countries as shown in the table below:

Table 1

Containers shipped from Colombia

Country

2019 TEUs

2020 TEUs

UK

1600

1786

Chile

954

570

USA

1505

Spain

Japan

Australia

Other markets

223
146
121
145

1217

Change

Proportion

+12%

40%

-40%

13%

year on year
-19%

372

+67%

137

+39%

207
202

+42%
+39%

27%
8%
5%
3%
5%

Source: Asocolflores- December 2020 Maritime update (internal document)

The main product shipped to the UK is chrysanthemums ($12.5 million in 2020 representing 33% of exports

to UK) followed by alstroemeria (25%). No controlled atmosphere storage is necessary in the container as

there is no transhipment and it only takes approximately 19 days. The product sent to the Netherlands is

mostly carnations (57% =$20.6 million in 2020), followed by roses (21%) and alstroemeria (12%) which are all

sent by air.

The key learnings from Latin America:
-

To have multiple well-functioning ports.

To have dedicated sea freight consolidation points (which have the correct facilities and operate to

high standards) or become large, dedicated sea freight exporters only using this method of transport.

-

Look at market opportunities which open up as a result of sea freight (for Kenya this could more sales

-

Restrictions on air freight capacity means growth comes from increased volume by sea.

to Middle East or Far East- Singapore and China).
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Capiro farms in Medellin Colombia recently celebrated their 7.000th container with Chrysanthemums. A number
of Kenyan exporters are interested in diversifying their production with this crop. In order to be competitive, it
might necessary to export by sea. Photo: a still from a video on LinkedIn

3 Sea freight situation and opportunities for Kenya
3.1 What is happening specifically in Kenya?
Best option sea freight routes
shipping
line

CMA

Maersk

destination

Messina

ideal

travel days
realistic

disaster

schedule

schedule

schedule

Jeddah

Marseille

Jeddah

25

32

32

Genoa

Jeddah

22

29

29

Salalah &

24*

31

38

Salalah

28-29*

35

42

• Weekly sailing
• Dedicated berth in
Mombasa for Maersk

King

24-28

31-35

42

• Not weekly sailing

21

21

31

A sailing every 10 days

Rotterdam

Algeciras

Gateway

Rotterdam

Abdullah

Genoa

Port

Direct

28

35

35

remarks

Rotterdam

London
MSC

trans

shipping

• Weekly sailing to
Rotterdam
• Frequently miss
connections or have
blank sailings
• Mombasa port is the
cause of some delays

Sources: CMA, Maersk, Exporters

* The Maersk route runs from January 2021, previously 35 days.
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Total transit times from harvest on farm in Kenya to arrival at the flower packer in the Netherlands vary

depending on shipping route and demands from the shipping lines for early cut off at the port prior to

sailing. The Kenya Ports Authority insist on a cut off at the port of 2-3 days prior to vessel departure, plus 1

day journey time to Mombasa and time spent packing on the farm gives a total time in Kenya prior to vessel
departure of at least 5 days from harvest.

The sea transport itself can take anywhere between 21 and 35 days. In the European port, the flowers have to
be discharged and cleared before the receiving party can process and transport them to their customers,

adding probably another two days before the flowers are at the packhouse to be processed. This way, the
fastest route from harvest to packhouse is 30 days for Rotterdam delivery.

The two CMA routes that are used for shipping containers from Mombasa via Jeddah to North West Europe/ Pictures from
CAM-CGM website. www.cma-cgm.com

Alternative arrival ports in Europe such as Genoa, Valencia, Marseilles all provide faster journey times but cost
about the same as Rotterdam for the sea freight journey, and then has an additional road freight cost. The
container would be destuffed in the port or nearby- thereby breaking the CA environment and the coldchain. This requires a carefully controlled environment to ensure product quality is maintained.
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The additional cost for inland road freight in Europe is about 1,500- 2,000 euro if a returning Dutch vehicle
can be used, otherwise costs of 2,500- 3,000 Euro are likely.

The Messina line is the only direct vessel from Kenya to Europe- it takes 21 days to Genoa, 2-3 days clearing,
2 days transport to the Netherlands giving a total journey time of 26 days at best. The freight must be

transported by road from Genoa as the train is not an option due the need to return the container/ genset
back to Genoa from the destination.

The four shipping lines serving Mombasa all depart on different days of the week and so provide a good

range of options for shipment to Europe. Any of the lines can have delays and so flexibility for delays needs
to be built into the supply chain. The European packers may be necessary to hold the flowers for a week to
maintain supply to the market until the next arrival. One interviewee suggested a ‘supply chain redesign’ is

necessary to achieve success- if there is a delay backup is required at short notice, possibly implying holding

additional stock in CA containers at the packhouses or ports and calling off volume as required. One example

given was a week’s delay on a shipment destined for Valentine’s Day meant additional airfreight shipments
were needed to make up the shortfall purchased at much higher than usual cost of flowers and air freight.

The cost of sea freight from Kenya is almost double that from South America. Avocados from Peru can be

shipped by sea for half the cost as those from Kenya, and with a shorter journey time the quality / shelf life is
better as well.

Mange Tout, Sugar Snap and Asparagus are shipped by sea from Peru with a journey time of 12-15 days to

Europe, and beans from Egypt in 8-10 days. A Costa-Rican exporter confirms a 16 day transit direct to UK or
Rotterdam for melons and avocadoes.

Table 2

Cost of sea freight comparison

Export port

Destination

Mombasa

Costa Rica

Sea freight cost

US$ 1,000

US$ 3,500

Rotterdam

US$ 3,000 (490km)

EU

US$ 2,400 (2,000km)

UK/ EU

Cape Town

Inland cost

US$ 4,600
US$ 5,500

Sources: Interviews

Table 3

Kenyan flower exports, 2019

Product
Roses

Other cut flowers (HS code 060319)
Carnations

Chrysanthemums

Exported

Annual growth pa

US$ 488 million

6%

value

US$ 86 million

US$ 7.2 million
US$ 1,2 million

Ranking

2015-2019

in world

8%

4

-11%

151%

3
9

18

Sources: ITC Trademap (2021)
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Figure 2

Cut flower trade flows in Sub-Saharan Africa, 2019

Source: Resource Trade-Earth

Figure 3

Cut flower top export countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, 2019

Source: Resource Trade-Earth

Figure 4

Top importers of Sub-Saharan African cut flowers, 2019

Source: Resource Trade-Earth
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Figure 5

Exports of carnations from Kenya to the Netherlands

Source: EU Access2Markets (2021)

Carnations from Kenya to the Netherlands shows a steady decline over recent years.

3.1.1 Conclusions on flowers
-

-

-

-

-

Roses is the most important crop in Kenya ($ 488 million/year) and continues to grow.

Carnations from Kenya is in decline as it is not competitive with Turkey during the winter, if reliable
sea freight were available it is possible this decline could be reversed.
Chrysanthemums are showing rapid growth from a low base.

Kenya is significantly ahead of other countries in the region in scale of production.
The main markets are the Netherlands and UK, with other markets much smaller.
Values of flowers exported have doubled in the last 10 years.

Bouquets are not yet found in overviews, but volumes are growing and expected to grow further

Table 4

Kenyan exports of avocado to the Netherlands

Year

Exported value

2016

€ 29.3 million

2018

€ 37.6 million

in euro

2017

Percent change
2016 to 2019

€ 29.8 million

2019

€ 46.2 million

Exported volume
in tonnes

14,257
14,407

58%

24,358
20,201

Sources: EU Access2Markets (2021)

Table 5

Kenyan exports of avocado to the EU

Year

Exported value

2016

€ 49.3 million

2018

€ 64.4 million

2017
2019

in euro

Percent change
2016 to 2019

€ 52.8 million
€ 75.6 million

Exported volume
in tonnes

22,843
24,393

53%

40,457
34,627

Sources: EU Access2Markets (2021)
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Figure 6

Trade flows of avocados in Sub-Saharan Africa, 2019

Source: Resource Trade-Earth

Figure 7

Top exporters in Africa of avocado, 2019

Source: Resource Trade-Earth

Figure 8

Top importers in Europe of avocado, 2019

Source: Resource Trade-Earth
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3.1.2 Conclusions on avocados
-

-

-

-

Kenya’s growth in avocado +18% year on year, has now overtaken South Africa as the region’s

principal exporter.

Other countries in the region are expanding avocado production, and they rely on Mombasa port.
The Netherlands is the principal export market, followed by France.

The UAE is also an important market.

Values of avocados exported have increased 300% in the last 10 years.

3.1.3 The Standard Gauge Railway
The Standard Gauge Railway (SGR) finished in 2017 does not have the capability to take containers to port
due to lack of electrical plug-in points on the trains. This was anticipated to be a huge opportunity to get
trucks off the road and provide a reliable solution for delivery of containers potentially from Naivasha to

Mombasa. This means that gensets are needed on the trains to provide power for the refrigeration units

which no company has tried yet. The issue of lack of power on freight trains is the same in Europe and in
Ethiopia.

Aerial overview of Mombasa port and recent investments in infrastructure. The picture shows both the SGR freight station
and the newly reclaimed land, adding new berths for container vessel to Mombasa port.
Photo: Google Maps

3.1.4 Inland container depots
Inland container depots (ICDs) are now present in Naivasha and Nairobi to facilitate container logistics for
dry goods. These are focused on import of goods than export, and do not support efficient container
handling. SGR is very expensive- partly due transport costs from ICD, estimated 30,000 to 90,000 Ksh.
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3.1.5 Return Freight
Kenya does not import many products in reefer containers but does import dry cargo in containers. An

opportunity identified during the interviews is to make reefer shipment more efficient and reduce cost by

balancing the import of reefer containers by filling them with dry cargo. One example was to import paper
for box manufacture from Sweden via Rotterdam, where the containers are loaded to Kenya. The use of
‘Non-operating reefers (NOR) provides a business opportunity to reduced costs. This better balance of
imports/exports of containers potentially saves $1,000 per container.

There are opportunities to supply domestic, regional and global markets.

3.1.6 Mombasa Port
Mombasa is currently a huge challenge to the efficient, timely and cost-efficient export of goods by sea. It is

currently “an import port”, it will take efforts to change it into a “business port or an export port”. It is
estimated that 90% of goods moving through the port are imports, exports only count for 10%. The

container ships are frequently waiting for 5-6 days to enter the port due to lack of berths. It is also possible
that the vessel skips Mombasa completely as the delays are too great. Those exporting are unlikely to have
time to react and the product will remain at the port for a further 7 days until the next vessel arrives.
Investment in additional berths has not kept pace with demand and it remains one of the biggest
hinderances to expansion of sea freight.

The perishable goods are treated the same as any other ambient product passing through the port. It is

known that reefer containers can stand for up to 10 hours without refrigeration waiting to gain entry to the

port. In theory there is a ‘Green Lane’ to enable rapid entry of perishable cargo into the port and quickly be
processed to allow minimum time of interrupted power and risk of product deterioration.

Quote from a leading figure in the industry “Kenya has to up their game, Kenya has more opportunities than
neighbouring exporters. Kenya has the volumes of fresh exports and this brings the duty to sort out logistics
in the port and to streamline inland movements”.

During the Christmas period the port was ‘half-staff’ and due to COVID restrictions was closed by 5pm to

meet the curfew requirements by 7pm. All containers have to be scanned at Mombasa and re-checked by
both KEPHIS and customs that the correct inspections were previously completed.

KRA systems at the port do not have any back up. A container may not be able to be moved if the system is
down resulting in delays.

The problems in Mombasa can be summarised as follows:
-

Aging equipment mainly gantries, top loaders, reach stackers etc.

-

Labour issues. Suspension of some supervisors which resulted in ‘slow go’.

-

-

-

-

Severe shortage of terminal tractors (approx. 60 for the whole operations).
Slow operations during weekends, as a result of withdrawal of overtime. Staff simply don’t turn up to
work.

Poor yard planning. Units are dumped all over the terminal. No stack segregation.
Idling trains that are loaded with cargo, creating more congestion.
Additional support to those operating the port.

One other issue is that once in terminal cannot re-export back to Kenya if there is a problem with a container.
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3.1.7 KEPHIS
KEPHIS is currently completing their phytosanitary checks predominantly in Nairobi. These need to transfer
to the consolidation centres when they are constructed or back to farms if whole containers are filled there.
This ensures smooth passage to the port without diversion to Nairobi for inspection. Discussions with

KEPHIS have confirmed this is possible and does occur in certain instances. Some interviewees cited lack of
capacity in KEPHIS to complete the number of inspections required if an on-farm approach was taken.

3.2 How can a developed sea freight market benefit Kenya regionally?
There is regional trade using reefer containers by road, these include:
-

Passion fruit from Eldoret to Uganda

-

Carrots and onions from Tanzania to Kenya

-

Pineapples from Uganda to Kenya

The efficient operation of Mombasa port is vital for surrounding nations as it is key for the whole region of
East Africa.

There is some shipment of flowers to the Middle East (9-14 days) by sea and even the Far East seems viableCMA / MSC / Maersk have connections to Hong Kong for 22-25 days.

Some retailers believe the opportunity for sea freight from Ethiopia may be a bigger than Kenya. It should be
noted that the shipment to the port requires crossing national boarders which complicates the shipment.

Others interviewed had experience of trying to ship containers via Djibouti and found long distances to Addis
followed by long rail journey times to the port provided huge challenges. The trains have similar challenges
to those in Kenya that they do not have plug-in points for reefer containers to maintain their refrigeration.
The port at Djibouti is the most advanced in Africa and is built to European standards.

3.3 What is the cost-benefit for companies (example cost benefit for rose exports)?
Depending on the shipping route, the cost of sea freight is around $11,000 to $13,000. As an example, we

have broken up the costs into the various cost components, based on an actual case shipping roses by sea

via the Mombasa – Rotterdam route (see Table 6).

Table 6

Example costs per container of end-to-end
Mombassa to Rotterdam by sea.

Cost components
Consolidation
Inland freight
Passive CA

Sea freight
Clearance

Inland freight
Total

Costs per container

$ 1,680
$ 2,828
$ 1,500
$ 4,005

$ 441
$ 988

$ 11,442
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Additionally, we have to consider the following optional extra costs in case of sea freight:
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Shorter payment terms to growers

Higher cost for a sea freight box compared with an air freight box- however as they can be larger the
overall cost may be less.

Conditioned Atmosphere ($ 1,500-1,800)

Cost of dipping flowers to reduce botrytis- labour and chemical costs (about $ 3,500 per container).
Interest cost on stock during sea journey of 30 days (estimated $ 300 per container).
Cost of pallets, corner posts and strapping.
Insurance costs ($ 500–1,000)

Long delays and price fluctuations in the market.

Another consideration in the sea freight costing is that Swiss supermarkets are paying for carbon

credits to off-set carbon emissions all air-freight shipments. Sea freight would be highly valued in
such markets and may help cover some of the additional sea freight costs.

If we would fly the same roses to their destination, then the weight of the roses becomes a crucial factor. A

container can hold about 7,500kg of a light variety of roses. However, in case of heavier roses, a container
could hold up to 10,000kg. And in case of carnations, which are much heavier, a container typically holds
12,000kg of carnations.

The cost of air freight from Kenya to EU costs around $ 2.00 to $ 2.20/kg in recent months. So this means:

Table 7
Product

Light roses

Heavy roses
Carnations

Example costs of airfreight for one container of flowers to the Netherlands
Weight per container

Airfreight cost per kg

Total costs

10,000kg

$ 2.20

$ 22,000

7,500kg

12,000kg

$ 2.20
$ 2.20

$ 16,500
$ 26,400
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Cost price comparison and price fluctuations
As mentioned in the cost price comparison, we can see that there are many factors and decisions affecting
the potential savings. Different shippers will choose different solutions, some can handle more risk, others
like to have a more secure but possibly more costly situation.

Another factor is pricing fluctuations in the market, based on production volumes and market demand. The
flower market in East Africa has 4-7 times a year where prices in the market change from low value to high

value. An example are market prices around Christmas and New year, when production is high and demand
is low. A 32 day sea freight shipment can take flowers from low market value to high market value, an
increase of 2-4 cents seems possible, but a price change of 10-20 cents per stem is possible too.

Sea freight potentially offers a cost saving, but sending flowers at the right moment will results in a bigger
margin than the actual cost price savings.

However, these price swings can also go the other way round, market also change from high to low. Just

imagine a ship carrying 4 containers with 300,000 stems per container delaying for one week and missing the
Valentine sales!

In such an actual case, 1.2 million flowers were delayed at Valentine 2021. These flowers had to be replaced
for an average price of 30-40 cents per stem. All annual savings can be lost due to one ships delay.
This situation raises a few other questions too:

Will shipping flowers by sea be a year-round cycle, or will number depend on market expectations?

Or will market prices be more stable as producers and traders now have logistic means to create peaks in the
market?

The port of Rotterdam hosts warehouses, that receive bulk paper from Sweden and exports around the world in containers.
Kenya’s carboard manufacturers import 400-500 containers of paper per month. The import of this paper using NonOperating Reefers might offer opportunities for logistic efficiencies. Photo: www.portofrotterdam.com
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Solving imbalances in sea freight offers opportunities for cost savings and carbon footprint reduction
Kenya’s sea freight is more expensive than surrounding countries, inland transport is also expensive. This

situation is further worsened, due to the imbalance between reefers imported and exported. Kenya exports
more reefers than it imports, so many reefers are imported and trucked up country empty.

During our interviews, we learned that a top-5 box producer imports 50 containers per months with paper
for cardboard manufacturing. A substantial part comes from Sweden.

A considerable number of containers come from Rotterdam, where paper arrives from Sweden in bulk by
ship. In Rotterdam, paper is containerised and shipped around the world.

Most of Kenya’s reefers with avocado’s and flowers arrive in Rotterdam, which brings an opportunity to use
Non-Operating Reefers (NOR) to ship paper back to Kenya. This way, costs can be reduced and carbon

footprint reduced, as the reefer will be filled both ways. Costs can be saved on the ocean journey and the
inland transport.

An expert interviewed mentioned that beside savings and efficiencies on the paper imports, costs savings of
up to $ 500-1000 are within reach.

3.4 Who are the main stakeholders in developing Kenyan sea freight?
Growers
Traders/importers
Shipping lines

Maersk, CMA, Messina and MSC- only Maersk and CMA offer weekly sailings
Logistic companies
•

Kuehne & Nagel- one of the major companies for air freight and now involved in the consolidation of

containers for sea freight. They are involved in booking containers and inland freight.
•

GMS- considered by many to the be the most experienced inland freight company and also involved in
booking containers

•

Airflo (formerly Panalpina) - now predominantly owned by Dutch Flower Group, responsible for
consolation of air freight and also now sea freight

•
•

FreightWings
Total Touch

Government institutions
•
•
•
•

Horticultural Crops Directorate- responsible for extension advice

KEPHIS- responsible for phytosanitary inspection

Kenya Ports Authority- responsible for efficient port operation

Kenya Revenue Authority- responsible for financial taxes export / import of goods
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4 SWOT analysis
Strengths

•

Expansion and investments in Mombasa port

•

Mombasa port connection with SGR (SGR Freight

•
•

Station).

Port of Mombasa is a crucial landing point for goods
and links to the Northern Corridor.

Weaknesses

•

High costs of reefer export of Kenya compared to
other exporting countries (South Africa, South
America).

•

Flower business is organized on day trade

•

Lack of direct shipments to western Europe (long

Excellent consolidation centers for flowers at JKIA.

journey times and frequent delays). Delays in sea
freight are difficult to handle for flower traders.

•

Excellent consolidation centers in Muranga county.

•

From 100 containers a week of flowers to 2021 to

•

Inefficient and unreliable port operations in Mombasa

•

Whole range of agricultural export products produced

•

Costs for in-land freight to the port at Mombasa

•

Kenya has potential to grow fast in avocado's.

•

Certain counties lack a consolidation center

•

Number of shipping lines offering solution has grown
recently.

3/400 or more.
in Kenya.

•

with delays.

which is currently comparatively expensive

KEPHIS and KRA only work 5 days a week in container
exports and no holidays. Lack of dedicated 7/365
operation for perishable exports.

•

No export target for sea freight (% of total)

•

SGR not ready to carry reefers, i.e. no power supply
on wagons

Opportunities

Threats

•

•

Sea freight of flowers already proven in Colombia.

•

Investment in consolidation centers for sea freight.

•

Use of insurance products to reduce risk.

•

Expansion of sea freight could increase exports to
Middle and Far East, including China & Singapore.
Environmental benefit with reduced carbon emissions
(to 85%) when transporting by sea compared with air.
Maritime shipping is considered one of the most
carbon and cost-efficient transportation modes
available today, which can strengthen Kenya’s
competitive position in the region.
Long term storage at low temperatures can control
False Coddling Moth (FCM).
Excellent supply chains (sea or air) offer opportunities
for value adding, such as bouquet making.
Use logistics to create peaks in supply when demand
is high (Valentine's Day and Mother's Day).
Use non-operating reefers for Kenya's imports (paper)
Less dependency on air freight will encourage
investment.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

With flower producing countries in South America

growing their sea freight exports, they might gain a

competitive advantage over Kenya on certain markets
(lower costs for transport) or certain products (like
heavy carnations, that attract a bigger cost saving
when sea freighted).

•

Are import facilities in Europe ready for receiving and

•

Limitations of airfreight became visible in Kenya.

•

Without sea freight for cut flowers, competition in
south America or Ethiopia might be more competitive
than Kenya
First supermarkets in Europe are paying to offset
carbon credits for products flown in. This might affect
Kenya’s competitiveness.

•

storing sea freighted product?

5 Overall conclusions and recommendations
5.1 What is needed to boost sea freight of agricultural exports through Mombasa?
1. The Kenyan industry to set a target for proportion of fresh exports to be sea freighted. A number of
industry stakeholders has stated that by 2030 50% of the current volumes shipped by air should be
exported by sea.

2. Reduce cost of shipping as a result of Mombasa being a reliable port for shipping lines- with no delays

and efficient operations. A container from Kenya for reefer to Europe costs US$ 9,400, whereas from Chile,
Mexico and Peru are estimated to pay US$ 5,000 to Europe, and South Africa pays overall about US$

7,500-8,000.

3. Improve sea freight connections between Mombasa and North-western Europe, i.e. direct sailing from
Mombasa in less than 21 days.

4. Improve cold chain standards on flower farms and avocado packhouses. Flowers generally have a better

cold-chain at packhouse level than avocados but if packhouses are to load containers directly even lower
temperatures are required.

5. Invest in consolidation centres to allow improved handling, grading and packing of avocados (and
potentially mangoes).

6. Different growing structures, e.g. growing sugar snap and mangetout under plastic covers to be able to
have a strong crop for export by sea.

7. Year-round shipment is a necessity to make sea freight work, and so new Botrytis control measures in
flowers are needed or reliable approaches developed to maintain control during the wet periods.

5.2 What should Government of Kenya do, to continue the trend for sea freight?
• Focus from the Kenyan government to work across departments to make sea freight of agricultural

exports more efficient and bring down costs. This includes a complete overhaul of Mombasa port with
sufficient berths, good management and practices suitable for perishable goods.

• Agree with industry an ambition for a certain proportion of flowers to be sent by sea by 2030.
• Invest in an improved port operation in Mombasa.
• Dedicated procedures for perishables in the port of Mombasa.
• Facilitate consolidation centres in Naivasha, Nakuru, Mt Kenya close to the production regions for flowers
and avocados- Muranga country (north of Thika) has good facilities (for example Vegpro, Keitt, Kakuzi,

GMS facility) other counties have very little. Identify in which counties consolidation centres are needed to
support the growth of avocado and other exports.

• Ensure government departments work together to facilitate trade, e.g. KRA, Ports Authority, KEPHIS,
• Support quality standards for avocados to enhance Kenya’s reputation for avocado quality.
• Support SGR to be able carry reefer containers.

5.3 What should be done in Europe?
The situation for importation of reefer containers in Europe is not ideal. One interviewee commented that

the flower cold stores do not operate at the ideal temperatures further investment is required to make the

most of the sea freight opportunity. The switch to sea freight of fresh products requires a re-think of supply
chain management in the following steps:

• Sufficiently large cold stores for a container, which operate at 2°C.
• Plug in points for reefer containers should they not be unloaded immediately.
• Work out procedures to handle delayed containers with an extra week, compared to one-day delay in of
case of airfreight.

• Supply chain planning to work on longer time scales with more accurate forecasting with customers.
• Plant health inspections in the Netherlands have been privatised recently, there may be option for UK
plant health inspections to be completed in the Netherlands to ease import issues to the UK. This is a

particular problem for flowers from Kenya transiting the Netherlands post-Brexit. This includes sea freight

containers which are going to London Heathrow for clearance prior to continuing the journey to
destination.

• Establish stronger links with the Netherlands Embassy and the British High Commission in Nairobi can
work together for enabling issues and develop cooperation in agriculture.

5.4 Recommendations for other stakeholders
• Create a blueprint for flower consolidation centres with the correct design and layout for maximum
efficiency.

• Conduct a financial feasibility study of the cost benefit of 20’ reefer containers which could be loaded at
individual farms as an alternative option to consolidation centres.

• Establish a business case for import of reefer containers with dry cargo from EU which can then be used
for export of fresh products.
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Annex 1

List of interviewees

Company

Interviewee

Role

Website

AFA - Horticulture Crops

Samuel Karongo

Post-harvest logistics

http://horticulture.agricu

Ahold

Leon Mol

Director Product Safety

https://www.aholddelhai

Asocolflores

Carolona Pantoja

Avocado Society of

Ernest Muthomi

Barfoots

Harry Wilder

Directorate

Kenya

and infrastructure

& Social Compliance

Logistics & Economic
Director
CEO

Head of Supplier

Development and
Agronomy

ltureauthority.go.ke
ze.com/en/home/

https://asocolflores.org/
en/

https://kenyaavocados.c
o.ke

https://www.barfoots.co
m

CMA-CGM

Iulian Carbunaru

Coop CH

Raphael Schilling

Delegation of the

Martijn Boels

Manager

Flamingo

Ian Michell

Technical and Supply

https://flamingo.net/abo

Flamingo

John Meijer

Managing Director

https://flamingo.net/abo

Florius International

Willum van den Hoogen

Fresh Produce

Ojepat Okisegere

CEO

Fresh Produce Exporters

Apollo Awuor

Chairman

https://fpeak.org

Gateway Marine

Yannick Weyn

Operations Manager

http://www.gmsreefer.co

Gateway Marine

Bob Weyn

Managing Director

http://www.gmsreefer.co

Hawk Bay Marine

Sam Ncheeri

Manager

Kenya Flower Council

Clement Tulezi

CEO

Kenya Horticulture

Justin Asiachi

Technical Director

European Union to
Kenya

FZCO

Consortium of Kenya
Association of Kenya
(FPEAK)

Services
Services

Insurance
(KFC)

Exporters (KHE)

Reefer Dept Technical

https://www.cma-

Head of Sustainability

https://www.coop.ch/en

Manager

Chain Director
Naivasha

Managing Director

cgm.com
/

https://eeas.europa.eu/d
elegations/kenya_en

ut/
ut/

https://floriusflowers.co
m/

https://fpckenya.co.ke

m
m

https://hawkbayinsuranc
ebrokers.com

https://kenyaflowercoun
cil.org

http://www.khekenya.co
m
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KEPHIS

KEPHIS

Kuehne & Nagel

Lucy Namu

Onesmus Mwaniki
Marc Rooms

Head: Analytical

Chemistry Laboratory
and Food Safety
Senior Chemist

Global Reefer Expert

Liventus

Arthur Kemp

Technical manager

Maersk Kenya

Beth Ihomba

Reefer Specialist

Maersk

N&S del Tropico
Plan Fresh
Silpack

Vegpro - flowers

Peter Weddell
Arno van der Maaden
David Gitonga
Parit Shah

Piet van den Berg

Senior Reefer Specialist
Director

General manager
Director

Flower Director

Vegpro - vegetables

Suhas More

Vegetable Director

Westfalia

Jonathan Berry

Technical Manager

Westfalia

Jonathan Sutton

Technical Director

Former "Flower Council

Charles Lansdorp

of Holland"

https://www.kephis.org

https://www.kephis.org
https://home.kuehnenagel.com

www.liventusglobal.com

https://www.maersk.com
https://www.maersk.com
www.nsdeltropico.com

www.planfreshltd.co.ke
no website

https://www.vegprogroup.com

https://www.vegprogroup.com

https://www.westfaliafrui
t.com

https://www.westfaliafrui
t.com

no website
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